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ABSTRACT: Building on the recent demonstration of
aqueous-dispersible hydrophobic pigments that retain their
surface hydrophobicity even after drying, we demonstrate the
synthesis of surface-modified Ti-Pure R-706 (denoted R706)
titanium dioxide-based pigments, consisting of a thin (one to
three monolayers) grafted polymethylhydrosiloxane (PMHS)
coating, which (i) are hydrophobic in the dry state according
to capillary rise and dynamic vapor sorption measurements
and (ii) form stable aqueous dispersions at solid contents
exceeding 75 wt % (43 vol %), without added dispersant,
displaying similar rheology to R706 native oxide pigments at
70 wt % (37 vol %) consisting of an optimal amount of conventional polyanionic dispersant (0.3 wt % on pigment basis). The
surface-modified pigments have been characterized via 29Si and 13C cross-polarization/magic angle spinning solid-state NMR
spectroscopy; infrared spectroscopy; thermogravimetric and elemental analyses; and ζ potential measurements. On the basis of
these data, the stability of the surface-modified PMHS-R706 aqueous dispersions is attributed to steric effects, as a result of
grafted PMHS strands on the R706 surface, and depends on the chaotropic nature of the base used during PMHS condensation
to the pigment/polysiloxane interface. The lack of water wettability of the surface-modified oxide particles in their dry state
translates to improved water-barrier properties in coatings produced with these surface-modified pigment particles. The
synthetic approach appears general as demonstrated by its application to various inorganic-oxide pigment particles.

■ INTRODUCTION

The fundamental challenges posed by the design and synthesis
of inorganic-oxide particles for aqueous dispersions in paints
and coatings formulations (which account for over 3 million
tons of titanium dioxide pigment used each year) seem
mutually incompatible and, as a result, unachievable.1,2 On the
one hand, coatings with improved water-barrier properties
require incorporation of hydrophobic character into the
pigment,3,4 whereas aqueous dispersion stability for reduced
aggregation and improved opacity requires hydrophilic func-
tional groups, which in the past has been accomplished via
incorporation of anionic surface charge into the paint
pigment.5−7 To endow aqueous dispersibility to hydrophobic
inorganic-oxide particles, research has focused on pigment
encapsulation, such as with polymer shells,8,9 adsorbed
latices,10 or multilayers.11 Recently, hydrophobic surface
modification of pigment particles with alkylsilane monolayers
and adsorbed polyanion dispersants has led to stable aqueous

dispersions,12 and we have recently demonstrated that
hydrophobically surface-modified pigment composites consist-
ing of adsorbed polyanions remain hydrophobic even after
drying the aqueous dispersion, which leads to reduced water
adsorption and improved hydrophilic stain resistance in
coating films comprising these composites.13 However, the
challenge of aqueous dispersion of particles that are hydro-
phobic upon drying persists, particularly so at the high solids
concentrations that are typically required for coatings
applications,14 exceeding 37 vol % (70 wt % pigment) solids.
Indeed, obtaining aqueous dispersions of hydrophobically
modified pigments at these high solids concentrations has been
difficult because of the tendency of stabilizing additives to
degrade hydrophobicity and for hydrophobically modified
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particles to aggregate into flocs or gels if they are not
sufficiently stabilized by steric and electrostatic repulsion,
leading also to high viscosities (i.e., undesirable rheological
characteristics).12,15

Here, we describe the synthesis and characterization of
hydrophobically modified pigment particles that do not require
any additives for their dispersion in aqueous solution, even at
high solids fractions exceeding 43 vol % (75 wt % for TiO2-
based pigments) and, crucially, which, upon drying, retain the
hydrophobicity that they exhibited in their dry form prior to
aqueous dispersion. Our synthetic approach relies on amine-
catalyzed polymethylhydrosiloxane (PMHS) grafting to the
pigment surface, yielding hydrophobically modified pigments
that form low-viscosity, stable dispersions at high solids
concentrations in water. We demonstrate this approach with
a commercial pigment, Ti-Pure R-706 (denoted R706),
comprised of a ∼275 nm diameter titanium dioxide rutile
core and a ca. 3−5 nm thick aluminosilicate shell.16 Central to
our study is a comparison of two amine catalysts for PMHS
condensation consisting of triethylamine (TEA) and 2-amino-
2-methyl-1-propanol (AMP), which lead to tightly adsorbed
monolayers of amines at the pigment/polysiloxane interface
and drastically different grafted PMHS layers on the pigment
surface, in terms of the proportion of flexible versus rigidly
anchored PMHS chains. We also extend our approach to other
inorganic-oxide pigment surfaces, such as Kronos 2310 and
Tiona 595, which are similarly sized to R706 but consist of
either a chloride process rutile titanium dioxide pigment
(Tiona 595) or an oxide overlayer consisting of alumina, silica,
and zirconia (Kronos 2310), which demonstrates the general-
ity of our synthetic approach.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
PMHS, acetone, hexane, 2-amino-2-methyl-1-propanol (CH3)2C-
(NH2)CH2OH (AMP), poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) solution
([−CH2CH(COOH)−]n; average Mw ∼ 2000, 50 wt % in H2O,
electronic grade) were purchased from Aldrich. Triethylamine
N(CH2CH3)3 (TEA) was purchased from Fisher Scientific. Triton
X-100 (646.85 g/mol) was purchased from Acros Organics.
Commercial polyelectrolyte co-polymer dispersants consisting of
TAMOL 1124 (consisting of a low molecular-weight hydrophilic co-
polymer containing carboxylic acid functionality) and OROTAN CA-
2500V (consisting of a low-molecular-weight hydrophobic co-polymer
containing carboxylic acid functionality) were obtained from the Dow
Chemical Company. Ti-Pure R-706 (R706) comprises an ∼275 nm
diameter particle core that is coated with an ca. 3−5 nm thick
aluminosilicate overlayer shell, and was obtained from the Chemours
Company.16

Rheology measurements were performed on a cone-and-plate
viscometer (Carri-Med rheometer, CSL2 500) with a 4 cm diameter
an 2° cone angle at 23 °C. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was
performed on a Netzsch 449C Jupiter TGA in a mixed-gas flow
consisting of 20 vol % O2 and 80 vol % Ar. The temperature program
consisted of: (i) heating at 5 °C/min to 120 °C and holding there for
60 min, followed by (ii) heating at 5 °C/min to a final temperature of
800 °C.
N2 physisorption at 77 K and capillary-rise measurements were

performed according to the procedures described previously.13

Synthesis of TEA-PMHS-R706. In a 1 L round-bottom flask, 250
g of R706 was combined with 2.5 mL of TEA, 2.5 mL of TAMOL
1124, and 500 mL of water and stirred at 2500 rpm with a mechanical
stirrer at room temperature for a period of 1 h so as to result in an
aqueous slurry of pH 10.8. Under stirring, 25 mL of PMHS was
subsequently added into the reaction mixture via a syringe pump at a
rate of 1.5 mL/h. This mixture was stirred overnight at room
temperature at a stirring rate of 2500 rpm. The suspension was

centrifuged, and the solid was isolated by decanting the supernatant.
The sample was subsequently washed by suspending the solids in 300
mL of deionized (DI) water via vortexing (2 min) and sonication (3
min). The solid was then recovered via centrifugation and
subsequently washed again with water, followed by two washes with
acetone and a final wash with mixed hexanes. The solid was dried
under vacuum overnight and ground to a fine white powder with a
mortar and pestle; yield = 251.5 g. All of the TEA-PMHS-R706
samples in this manuscript were synthesized according to the
procedure described above, except for the sample used for the
preparation of paint films. That one sample was prepared in a way that
led to a wet cake final product, as opposed to the dry powder above.
This sample was prepared identically up to and including the first
water wash. Then, afterward, instead of washing with water again as
above, the sample was subsequently washed with acetone, hexane,
acetone, and two additional water washes. After the final water wash,
the sample was centrifuged and the supernatant was decanted. The
wet cake was collected and stored in a sealed glass bottle. For all of
the washes above, the volume of each wash was approximately 300
mL.

Synthesis of AMP-PMHS-R706. In a 1 L round-bottom flask,
250 g of R706 was combined with 5.3 mL of 2-amino-2-methyl-1-
propanol (AMP), 2.5 mL TAMOL 1124, and 500 mL of water and
stirred at 2500 rpm with a mechanical stirrer at room temperature for
a period of 1 h so as to result in an aqueous slurry of pH 10.8. Under
stirring, 25 mL of PMHS solution was subsequently added into the
reaction mixture via a syringe pump at a rate of 1.5 mL/h. This
mixture was stirred overnight at a stirring rate of 2500 rpm at room
temperature. The suspension was centrifuged, and the solid was
isolated by decanting the supernatant. The sample was subsequently
washed by suspending the solids in 300 mL of deionized water via
vortexing (2 min) and sonication (3 min). The solid was then
recovered via centrifugation and subsequently washed again with
water, followed by two washes with acetone and a final wash with
mixed hexanes. The solid was dried under vacuum overnight and
ground to a fine white powder with a mortar and pestle; yield = 248.9
g.

Synthesis of Ammonia-PMHS-R706. The synthesis was
conducted exactly as described above for AMP-PMHS-R706, except
that 14 mL of concentrated aqueous ammonium hydroxide (14.6 M)
was used instead of the AMP; yield = 249.4 g.

Synthesis of KOH-PMHS-R706. The synthesis was conducted
exactly as described above for AMP-PMHS-R706, except that 3 mL of
aqueous KOH (10 M) was used instead of the AMP; yield = 249.2 g.

Synthesis of TEA-PMHS-R706(PAA). In a 1 L round-bottom
flask, 250 g of R706 was combined with 3.5 mL of TEA, 2.5 mL of
PAA, and 500 mL of water and stirred at 2500 rpm with a mechanical
stirrer at room temperature. The resulting aqueous slurry was
measured to have a pH of 10.8. All subsequent steps followed the
synthesis of AMP-PMHS-R706; yield = 248.4 g.

Synthesis of PMHS-R706 (No Amine). As an additional control,
we synthesized a surface-modified pigment in the absence of a base
catalyst, using only deionized water as solvent (i.e., no amine or KOH
was used). This procedure follows the one above for AMP-PMHS-
R706, except in the absence of AMP; yield = 248.5 g.

Capillary-Rise Measurements. Capillary-rise testing is per-
formed by packing a column of the dry powdered material to be
tested and measuring the height of a 2.5 mM bromothymol blue
solution in 0.25 mM pH 8 aqueous N-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine-N′-
ethanesulfonic acid in a packed column after 225 min. The advancing
contact angle is calculated based on the measured height using a
previously reported equation,13 assuming a θ value of 50° for R706.

Solid-State NMR Spectroscopy. Solid-state NMR spectroscopy
experiments were performed on an AVANCE III Bruker spectrom-
eter; 7 and 4 mm solid-state NMR probes were used for 29Si and 13C
cross-polarization (CP) experiments, respectively, with a variable-
amplitude spin-lock level. Typically, about 450−470 mg of a dry
powdered sample was used for the 29Si experiment. Magic angle
spinning (MAS) rates were typically 6 kHz for the 7 mm probe and
14 kHz for the 4 mm probe, and about 40 000 scans were acquired for
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each CP experiment. The signal for the Q components of the silica in
R706 centered at −100 ppm and was used as an internal reference for
the chemical shifts, and for semiquantitative intensity comparisons of
the 29Si spectra.
ζ Potential Measurements. Electrokinetic measurements were

conducted using a Malvern Nano-Zetasizer equipped with a high-
concentration ζ cell. All liquid solvents were filtered through a 0.2 μm
syringe filter prior to use for making dispersions. Homogeneous
dispersions of the hydrophobic-grafted PMHS-modified R706 were
obtained in water with the aid of sonication. The electrokinetic pH
profile of the particles was measured on a 0.01 mg/mL suspension of
the particles in 0.1 mM aqueous sodium chloride, consistent with
previously used salt concentrations for measurement of surface
charge.13 The pH was adjusted to the desired value with sodium
hydroxide or hydrochloric acid. The samples were sonicated for 5−10
min prior to the ζ potential measurement.
Preparation of the Dispersions. Pigment, water, ammonium

hydroxide, and dispersant (if required) were combined at appropriate
levels in a 10 mL plastic mixing cup (FlackTek) to obtain a 53.5 vol %
(82 wt % for R706) pigment concentration. Using a dual-asymmetric
centrifuge (FlackTek 150.1 FVZ Speedmixer), the sample was mixed
for 2 min at 1700 rpm, yielding a thick white paste. Two ceramic
grinding beads were utilized for the hydrophobically modified
pigments. Subsequently, water was added to dilute the sample to
the appropriate pigment-volume concentration. The sample was then
additionally mixed in a dual-asymmetric centrifuge for 3 min at 3500
rpm. If necessary, aqueous 6 M ammonium hydroxide or 4 M
hydrochloric acid was added in small amounts (1−10 μL) to adjust
the pH, followed by further mixing for 1 min at 2000 rpm. The
samples were placed on an orbital shaker for 14−24 h before rheology
measurements were collected.
Dynamic vapor sorption (DVS) measurements of the powders

were conducted using a DVS analyzer with temperature and humidity
control (Surface Measurement Systems, U.K.). The powders were
placed onto a glass sample pan and attached to the weight balance of
the DVS. The samples were first dried at 120 °C for 1 h to remove
moisture and determine its dry mass, M0. The samples were then
cooled to 25 °C, equilibrated for 30 min, and then humidified by
maintaining in 90% relative humidity (RH) air for 6 h, followed by a
dehumidification step back to 0% RH. The mass change in each
sample due to vapor sorption/desorption, ΔM, was recorded every
second without interruption between the steps. The change in the
mass was normalized to the dry mass, when calculating the percent
mass change, or ΔM/M0 × 100. Prior to each experiment, the sample
pans were cleaned with hexane, acetone, and DI water and then air-
dried.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Impact of PMHS Grafting on Pigment Hydrophobic-

ity. Figure 1 schematically illustrates our approach for grafting
PMHS onto R706, a commercial titanium dioxide pigment
consisting of a 275 nm rutile core and 3−5 nm aluminosilicate

shell.16 An organic base, such as either TEA or AMP,
maintained a pH of 10.8 and facilitated the condensation of
PMHS with surface hydroxyl functionalities of the native
pigment particles. The resulting surface-modified pigment
particles consist of PMHS strands that are grafted onto
hydroxyl OH functional groups present on the native oxide
surface of the aluminosilicate overlayer. We also investigated
other bases that are known to promote the grafting of PMHS
grafting to inorganic oxide and, in particular, silica
surfaces,17−19 such as ammonia and potassium hydroxide,
but, as discussed below, these led to hydrolytically unstable
hydrophobic coatings (vide infra). To assess the degree of
hydrophobicity in the resulting surface-modified pigments in
their dry state, capillary-rise measurements were used to
estimate the advancing water/air contact angle.20 This was
performed on both the as-synthesized powder after drying and
surface-modified pigment that underwent a prior stress test
that consisted of high-shear mixing (which maximizes the rate
of water transport and the pinning of water to the pigment
external surface)21 of an aqueous dispersion of the surface-
modified pigment, prior to its drying. The latter stress test was
meant to characterize the hydrolytic stability of the hydro-
phobically modified surface to high-shear mixing conditions, at
a pH of 8.7, which is typical for paints and coatings, commonly
in the range of 8.5−9.5.22 Invariance in the water contact angle
for the surface-modified R706 pigment after high-shear mixing
demonstrates hydrolytic stability of the grafted PMHS
coatingan absolutely essential quality for applications of
surface-modified pigment particles.
Capillary-rise height measurements are summarized in Table

1. Contact angles are based on the reasonable assumption of a
water contact angle for native R706 of 50°,23,24 and
demonstrate a hydrophobic (contact angle >90°) PMHS
surface-modified pigment when using an organic base as
catalyst, such as either TEA or AMP, corresponding to a
capillary-rise height of 0.03 ± 0.02 cm for TEA-PMHS-R706
and 0.04 ± 0.02 cm for AMP-PMHS-R706, compared to 1.56
± 0.01 cm for unmodified R706. The hydrophobicities of
TEA-PMHS-R706 and AMP-PMHS-R706 are similar to that
previously observed,25 based on grafting PMHS to a glass slide,
where an increase in the water contact angle from 30° to 97°
was observed upon surface modification with PMHS. Similar
hydrophobicity has been reported in macroporous silica films
that were synthesized by a combination of PMHS and
hexamethydisilazane,26 which exhibit water/air contact angles
of up to 112°.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram showing the overall reaction of PMHS grafting on the surface of R706.
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To assess the role of residual amounts of amine base (TEA
and AMP) on the observed hydrophobicity, control materials
consisting of TEA-R706 and AMP-R706 were synthesized.
These controls were synthesized by the same procedure as for
the corresponding PMHS-containing materials, TEA-PMHS-
R06 and AMP-PMHS-R706, except that no PMHS was added.
Thus, controls TEA-R706 and AMP-R706 consist solely of
physisorbed amine that remains behind despite the extensive
water, acetone, and hexane washes (the actual amount of
residual amine in these control and grafted PMHS materials
was quantified vide infra). Data in Table 1 demonstrate that
residual amine in TEA-R706 and reported AMP-R706 does
not render hydrophobicity. We conclude that the pigment
hydrophobicity in Table 1 is due to grafted PMHS on the
R706 surface.
Hydrophobicities of surface-modified pigments TEA-

PMHS-R706 and AMP-PMHS-R706 after a high-shear mixing
stress test are discussed below. When using an inorganic base,
such as either KOH or aqueous ammonia in the grafted PMHS
synthesis, reduced hydrophobicity was observed for the
surface-modified pigment, in the range of water contact angles
of 88−89°. Further, these surface-modified pigment particles
were not stable to the high-shear mixing stress test, as a further
degradation in the water contact angle in the range of 69−79°
was observed, toward the range observed for the unmodified
R706 control. Similar poor results were obtained in the
absence of a base catalyst, which is demonstrated in Table 1.
This is in contrast to both TEA-PMHS-R706 and AMP-
PMHS-R706, which maintain the same capillary-rise character-
istics, amounting to the same degree of hydrophobicity, after
the high-shear mixing stress test as well as storage, even when
storing these samples at 100% relative humidity for 3 weeks at
room temperature prior to testing. Altogether, these data
demonstrate hydrolytically stable grafted PMHS coatings in
TEA-PMHS-R706 and AMP-PMHS-R706, and we thus
focused on these two materials as potentially promising
leads. While all bases achieved the same pH of ∼9.8 during
synthesis of the grafted PMHS coating, our observations
indicate that the more chaotropic (weakly hydrated) the base

used, the more stable the hydrophobicity of the PMHS coating
after a high-shear mixing stress test. We interpret this to mean
that with the more kosmotropic inorganic bases, PMHS
condensation is less effective, which creates a less hydrolytically
stable hydrophobic overlayer on the R706 pigment. Such a
trend would be supported by the thinner overlayer achieved
with the primary amine in AMP as base, compared to the more
chaotropic, tertiary amine in TEA. In previously reported
systems consisting of bases in close proximity (<1 nm) to
hydrophobic functional groups, it has been shown that the
nature of the base can have a profound effect on the strength of
hydrophobic interactions involving the functional groups.27

We hypothesize that these interactions could in fact have a
strong influence on the condensation kinetics involving PMHS
and the underlying pigment oxide surface.

Stable Aqueous Dispersions of PMHS-Modified R706
up to 75 wt % (43 vol %). Previously, we reported the
synthesis of hydrophobically modified pigment, which
consisted of TMS-capped R706.13 When preparing concen-
trated aqueous dispersions of these hydrophobically modified
pigments, to obtain liquid dispersions, the solids content was
held in the range of 50 wt % (20 vol %) pigment in aqueous
suspension.13 In particular, at higher TMS-capped R706
contents of 70 wt % (37 vol %) or above in aqueous
suspension, pastes as opposed to liquid dispersions were
obtained, even in the presence of added polyanion dispersants.
Yet obtaining liquid aqueous dispersions at these high solids
concentrations is essential for applications, which commonly
involve transport of pigment in the wet state at these solids
levels. These solids levels begin to approach but are still below
the theoretical maximum for noninteracting spherical particles
of 49.4 vol % (80 wt % for R706).14,28 The challenge of
dispersing pigment at these solids levels involves avoiding
pigment-particle aggregation into flocs or gels, which can occur
if they are not sufficiently stabilized by either steric or
electrostatic effects.12,15

We, therefore, investigated dispersions of PMHS-modified
pigments at higher solids levels, in the range of 70−75 wt %
(37−43 vol %) solids. This was performed by first dispersing
TEA-PMHS-R706 and AMP-PMHS-R706 in water at pH 8.7
± 0.1 with a high-shear mixer, at 82.5 wt % (53.5 vol %),
followed by dilution to the desired solids concentration prior
to subjecting the sample to a second cycle of high-shear
mixing. At all concentrations of up to 75 wt % (43 vol %), both
TEA-PMHS-R706 and AMP-PMHS-R706 yielded fluid
dispersions. In stark contrast, unmodified R706, while forming
liquid-like suspensions at low solid weight percentages of 50 wt
% (20 vol %), formed a gelatinous paste above 70 wt % (37 vol
%). This indicates extensive particle aggregation in R706 at
these higher solids contents.
Assessment of dispersion stability was performed via

viscometry, on high solids aqueous suspensions of R706,
TEA-PMHS-R706, and AMP-PMHS-R706. Data shown in
Figure 2a represent aqueous suspensions at 70 wt % (37 vol %)
and pH 8.7, in the absence of added dispersant. Under these
conditions, the suspension of R706 displays a high yield stress
of 7 Pa, evident at a low shear rate of 0.3 s−1, which arises from
particle aggregation in solution.29,30 Thus, in the absence of
added dispersant, the rheology of R706 is consistent with
strong interparticle attraction, akin to that observed in the
gelatinous paste describe above. Under the same conditions as
in Figure 2a, TEA-PMHS-R706 and AMP-PMHS-R706
dispersions exhibit apparent viscosities of 8.8 × 10−3 and 7.1

Table 1. Capillary-Rise Testing of Hydrophobicity of
Various Materialsa

material h (cm)
θ

(deg)

R706 1.56 ± 0.06 50
R706 after high-shear mixing stress testa >1.56 <50
PMHS-R706 (no amine) 0.03 ± 0.02 ≥90
PMHS-R706 (no amine) after high-shear mixing
stress testa

1.36 ± 0.16 61

TEA-PMHS-R706 0.03 ± 0.02 ≥90
TEA-PMHS-R706 after high-shear mixing stress
testa

0.06 ± 0.02 ≥90

AMP-PMHS-R706 0.04 ± 0.02 ≥90
AMP-PMHS-R706 after high-shear mixing stress
testa

0.07 ± 0.03 ≥90

ammonia-PMHS-R706 0.21 ± 0.07 89
ammonia-PMHS-R706 after high-shear mixing
stress testa

0.83 ± 0.14 79

KOH-PMHS-R706 0.32 ± 0.09 88
KOH-PMHS-R706 after high-shear mixing stress
testa

1.16 ± 0.15 69

TEA-R706 >1.56 <50
AMP-R706 >1.56 <50
aHigh-shear mixing stress test performed at pH 8.7.
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× 10−3 Pa s, respectively, at a low shear rate of 30 s−1, and
equally low yield stresses of 0.14 and 0.15 Pa, respectively.
These viscosities are lower than values previously measured for
hydrophobically modified silicas dispersed in water with
polymer and polanionic dispersants, at lower solids volume
fractions.9,12 For both PMHS-modified pigments, the yield
stress further reduces to below 0.1 Pa with a small amount
(0.025 wt % relative to pigment weight) of nonionic surfactant
(Triton X-100, Dow),29−31 commonly used in commercial
paints and coatings formulations (see Figure S2).32,33 The
distinctly low apparent viscosities (only 8-fold larger apparent
viscosity for 70 wt % (37 vol %) concentrated solids
suspension compared to water) and low yield stresses below
1 Pa in TEA-PMHS-R706 and AMP-PMHS-R706 at high
solids dispersion demonstrate the improved dispersion stability
afforded by PMHS grafting onto the R706 pigment particle.
We also dispersed TEA-PMHS-R706 and AMP-PMHS-

R706 particles at an even higher solids concentration of 75 wt
% (43 vol %) and also obtained similar low-viscosity liquid
dispersions for both. Indeed, data shown in Figure 2b

demonstrate that the 43 vol % suspensions of TEA-PMHS-
R706 and AMP-PMHS-R706 particles possess nearly identical
apparent viscosities compared to the 37 vol % suspension. For
TEA-PMHS-R706, the yield stress (as measured below shear
rates of 5 s−1) is nearly the same for both concentrations of
suspension, below 0.2 Pa, whereas AMP-PMHS-R706 exhibits
a 3-fold higher yield stress at 75 wt % (43 vol %) relative to a
suspension at 70 wt % (37 vol %). The observed local
minimum in the shear stress versus shear rate profiles for both
TEA-PMHS-R706 and AMP-PMHS-R706 in Figure 2b has
been previously attributed to the breakage of small aggregates
at low shear rates, followed by a colloidal shear-thickening
behavior, in related colloidal dispersions. This has been
previously observed to be due to a transition from a lubricated
flow of near-contacting particles to the one involving a
frictionally contacting network of particles.34

TGA and Elemental Analysis of R706 and PMHS-
Modified R706 Pigments. A central question that we
address is the amount of grafted PMHS in TEA-PMHS-R706
and AMP-PMHS-R706the two hydrophobically modified
materials that demonstrated dispersion in water at 43 vol %
(75 wt %). We thus characterized R706, TEA-PMHS-R706,
and AMP-PMHS-R706 via Si inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS) and carbon elemental analysis, as well
as TGA to understand further PMHS grafting to the pigment
surface, when using different amine catalysts.
Si ICP-MS and carbon elemental analysis data are

summarized in Table S1. Compared to the baseline 1.3 wt %
Si content of R706, TEA-PMHS-R706 exhibited 1.0 wt %
more Si, which is attributed to the PMHS coating; this number
was 0.2 wt % for AMP-PMHS-R706. Because the Si content of
PMHS is 47 wt %, this amounts to a PMHS coating of
approximately 2.1 and 0.4 wt % for TEA-PMHS-R706 and
AMP-PMHS-R706, respectively, if neglecting the grafting
effects of the coating on the pigment surface (i.e., assuming
the same repeat unit in the coating as in the main chain of the
PMHS polymer). On the basis of this observation and the fact
that the carbon content of PMHS is 20 wt %, we estimate a
predicted carbon mass loading above R706 background of 0.4
and 0.1 wt % for TEA-PMHS-R706 and AMP-PMHS-R706,
respectively. These estimates agree reasonably well with the
measured carbon elemental analysis data in Table S1 of 0.5 wt
% increase (for TEA-PMHS-R706) and 0.1% increase (for
AMP-PMHS-R706). Although there is a small amount of
residual amine catalyst (used for PMHS grafting) remaining
chemisorbed to the pigment surface in these two materials,
their amounts are too small (vide infra) to influence the carbon
elemental analysis comparison above, particularly given the
inherent experimental uncertainty in the latter.
Raw TGA data for R706 shown in Figure 3 demonstrate a

small 1.2% weight loss between 120 and 800 °C, which is
attributed to combustion of organic surface modifiers known
to be present, as well as to the possibility of some surface OH
condensation within the ca. 3−5 nm thick aluminosilicate shell,
on the R706 pigment surface. In comparison, AMP-PMHS-
R706 showed a similar weight loss to unmodified R706,
corresponding to 1.1% in the same temperature window of
120−800 °C during TGA. This is not a surprising result
because of the small weight change when replacing methyl
−CH3 functional groups present on the PMHS repeat unit
(combusts to CO2 and H2O) with −OH functional groups
during combustion. That is to say, the similar molecular
weights of the −CH3 and −OH functional groups could make

Figure 2. Rheology of 70 wt % (37 vol %) or 75 wt % (43 vol %)
particle suspensions consisting of either R706 or surface-modified
R706 with PMHS, in water at pH 8.7.
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it difficult to observe weight change during combustion of the
PMHS coating during thermogravimetric analysis in air.
Compared to AMP-PMHS-R706, we observed a larger

weight loss for TEA-PMHS-R706, which exhibited a 1.8 wt %
change between 120 and 800 °C. Further, the majority (1.1 wt
%) of weight loss occurred in a narrow temperature window
between 230 and 370 °C. That is, when normalizing the TGA
at 370 °C and examining the TGA trace above 370 °C, the
traces for R706, TEA-PMHS-R706, and AMP-PMHS-R706 all
appear identical (see Figure S6, Supporting Information).
To gain further insight into the source of the observed

weight loss for the TEA-PMHS-R706 pigment, we performed
TGA on neat PMHS as a control. The outcome of TGA on
neat PMHS showed a sensitivity to the gas flow rate in terms of
TGA behavior, an outcome consistent with transport
limitations. At low gas flow rates, when performing the
experiment in a muffle furnace, only 25 ± 5% weight loss was
observed. At the higher gas flow rates used during TGA of the
pigments described above, over 95% of weight loss was
observed for neat PMHS (see Figure S7, Supporting
Information), whereas using half of the gas flow rate during
TGA of neat PMHS resulted in an intermediate weight loss of
45 ± 5%. In all cases, the temperature window for the weight
loss coincided with that observed for the major weight loss
process in TEA-PMHS-R706, to be between 230 and 370 °C.
On the basis of the gas flow rate dependence on the

observed weight loss during TGA of neat PMHS, we infer that
the observed weight loss during TGA of neat PMHS is the
result of evaporation rather than combustion of free PMHS
fragments. Fragmentation of the original PMHS strand can
occur due to cleavage of Si−O−Si bonds along the main
PMHS backbone at high temperatures. This cleavage can be
driven by steam synthesized during methyl-group combustion
at these elevated temperatures and can cause the synthesis of
shorter PMHS oligomers, which evaporate under flow
conditions. Depending on the molecular weight of these
shorter oligomers, evaporation could certainly be mass-
transport-limited and thus dependent on the gas stream
velocity during TGA.
We posit that the observed mass loss of 1.1% in the

temperature window between 230 and 370 °C during TGA is
the result of a combination of volatilization of PMHS

fragments from the coating of TEA-PMHS-R706, as observed
for the neat PMHS, as well as OH condensation processes and
loss of organic modifiers (such as AMP and trimethylolpro-
pane) associated with the R706 pigment. The latter process
can be quantified by subtracting the value of 0.4 wt % change
observed via TGA for R706 (AMP-PMHS-R706 has the same
wt % change as R706 in this temperature window) as a
baseline between 230 and 370 °C, which is commensurate with
the expected amounts of organic modifiers in R706 pigment.35

Thus, at least 0.7 wt % of the PMHS in TEA-PMHS-R706
represents a loosely grafted PMHS fragment that, while
covalently attached so as to survive repetitive washes with
hexane, acetone, and water during synthesis, has a loose
enough attachment that it partially volatilizes in the presence of
steam that is generated at high temperatures during
combustion, much like neat PMHS. This freely attached
PMHS fraction is expected to exhibit behavior during TGA
that is intermediate between rigidly grafted PMHS, which
exhibits no weight loss as surmised based on the data above for
AMP-PMHS-R706, and neat PMHS, which consists of no
grafting and exhibits 100% weight loss during TGA. As a result,
the observed 0.7 wt % loss observed by TGA consists of a
lower bound since it assumes that 100% of the freely attached
grafted PMHS is volatilized. Below we further show this freely
attached PMHS fraction to be uniquely present in TEA-
PMHS-R706 (vide infra, see Solid-State NMR Spectroscopy of
PMHS-Modified R706 Pigment section).

Solid-State NMR Spectroscopy of PMHS-Modified
R706 Pigment. Based on solid-state NMR spectroscopy
being a sensitive characterization technique for hybrid
organic−inorganic materials,36 29Si CP/MAS NMR spectros-
copy of TEA-PMHS-R706 and AMP-PMHS-R706 was
performed to characterize the microscopic state of the grafted
PMHS coating, as well as to provide proof of covalent PMHS
grafting via the formation of H3C−Si(OSi)3 connectivity.
Figure 4 shows a schematic of the resonance assignments along
with the spectra, which are normalized to the Q3 and Q4
resonances of the aluminosilicate overlayer of the pigment, in
the range of −90 to −110 ppm. Resonances at −35, −57, and
−64 ppm were assigned to H−Si(CH3)(OSi)2 (D2

H), HO−
Si(CH3)(OSi)2 (T2), and CH3−Si(OSi)3 (T3), in accordance
with previous literature.37−40 The presence of T3 resonances in
both TEA-PMHS-R706 and AMP-PMHS-R706 provides
direct proof of PMHS chemical grafting onto the pigment
surface. Both TEA-PMHS-R706 and AMP-PMHS-R706
exhibit similar normalized intensities corresponding to T2
and T3 resonances, implying a similar amount of grafted
PMHS sites and hydrolyzed HO−Si(CH3)(OSi)2 functional
groups in both base materials. Where the two materials differ
drastically is in the greater intensity of the D2

H region for the
TEA-PMHS-R706 pigment, which has an overall integrated
intensity in this region that is approximately twice as large as
that for AMP-PMHS-R706. The presence of the D2

H band for
TEA-PMHS-R706 in Figure 4b,d is confirmed via diffuse-
reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy, by a
characteristic Si−H band at 2167 cm−1 (Figure S8 in the
Supporting Information). A further zoom in on the D2

H region
is shown in Figure 4d for the two PMHS-modified pigments.
The broad resonance at −37 ppm for AMP-PMHS-R706 is
consistent with the grafted PMHS being rigidly immobilized
and having hindered mobility and motion on the NMR time
scale. Conversely, for TEA-PMHS-R706, in addition to having
a similar intensity envelope corresponding to this broad

Figure 3. Thermogravimetric analysis of R706 (solid black line),
TEA-PMHS-R706 (dotted blue line), and AMP-PMHS-R706
(dashed red line) in a mixture of Ar and O2.
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resonance, there is an additional envelope corresponding to
two sharp resonances in Figure 4d. One of these sharp
resonances is centered at a chemical shift of −35.8 ppm, while
the other is also sharp and centered at −36.2 ppm. Leveraging
evidence of loosely bound grafted PMHS strands from TGA,
we surmise that these two sharp resonances correspond to a
loosely bound fraction of grafted PMHS in TEA-PMHS-R706,
with the sharpness of these two resonances consistent with
their high mobility on the NMR time scale. Previously, during
investigations of grafted poly(dimethylsiloxane) loops on silica,
large loops corresponded to sharper resonances, indicative of
rapid motion.41

A deconvolution of the sharp and broad 29Si CP/MAS
resonances in the D2

H region provides a lower-bound estimate
for the amount of loosely bound PMHS, as a fraction of the
total grafted PMHS in TEA-PMHS-R706. The lower-bound
nature of this estimate is based on the fact that the looser-
bound fraction is expected to cross-polarize with less efficiency
due to its greater mobility and motion.42 On the basis of the
data in Figure 4d, deconvolution predicts that at least 26% of
the D2

H resonances are loosely bound (see Figure S9 in the
Supporting Information). Further assuming that the Si(H)CH3
groups are randomly distributed within the grafted PMHS
strand so as to report on the strand flexibility everywhere (not
clustered in a certain location), we infer that these minimum
26% of Si(H)CH3 groups inform us on the fraction of PMHS
strands that are loosely boundamounting to at least 0.6 wt
%. This lower-bound estimate from NMR spectroscopy can be
compared to TGA data, which quantify that the weight
percentage (relative to pigment) of this loosely bound fraction
as at least 0.7 wt % (vide supra).

13C CP/MAS spectra and resonance assignments of TEA-
PMHS-R706 and AMP-PMHS-R706 are shown in Figure 5.

The lack of any downfield resonances in the carbonyl region
essentially rules out incorporation of TAMOL 1124 in the
surface layer. A small amount of amine remaining on the
pigment surface after synthesis is evident by characteristic
resonances in the 13C CP/MAS spectrum for both samples.

ζ Potential and Basic Site Titration. To determine the
surface charge of the pigments, we measured the ζ potential as

Figure 4. (a) Schematic labeling of unique Si atoms on grafted PMHS
to facilitate 29Si NMR peak assignments. 29Si CP/MAS NMR
spectroscopy of surface-modified pigments consisting of (b) TEA-
PMHS-R706, (c) AMP-PMHS-R706, and (d) zoomed-in region of
spectrum in (b) and (c) in the region of the D2

H resonance.

Figure 5. 13C CP/MAS NMR spectra of surface-modified pigments
consisting of (a) TEA-PMHS-R706 and (b) AMP-PMHS-R706.
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a function of varying pH on unmodified R706, PMHS-
modified R706, and control materials consisting of TEA-R706
and AMP-R706. Figure 6 reports the results. Previously, we

observed the importance of negative surface charge on
dispersability when investigating TAMOL 1124 adsorbed on
both native R706 surfaces and hydrophobically modified
pigment surfaces.13 However, in contrast, data shown in Figure
6 fail to reveal any differences in surface charge among all of
the materials investigated, within the pH range of interest for
aqueous dispersions. As a result, we infer that the mechanism
of increased dispersibility must stem from steric stabilization43

of the grafted PMHS strands rather than from surface charge.
Generally, steric stabilization of a dispersion of colloidal
particles refers to the stability of a system achieved by
thermodynamic repulsion, when a polymer layer/coating on
two colloidal particles cannot interpenetrate each other due to
entropic barriers (i.e., the free-energy change upon inter-
penetration (ΔG) is positive).44,45 Steric stabilization has been
previously invoked in the dispersion of hydrophobic surface-
modified silica particles.12 In our case, we envision that the

collapse of the hydrophobic PMHS chains in water contributes
to the entropic origin of steric stabilization because the entropy
loss for chain deformation for collapsed chains should be much
smaller than for swollen chains.46

Nitrogen Porosimetry. Nitrogen physisorption at 77 K
was used to measure the surface area change accompanying
PMHS grafting; these data are summarized in Table S1 for
R706, TEA-PMHS-R706, and AMP-PMHS-R706. The surface
area drops from 11.4 m2/g for R706 to 7.6 and 10.4 m2/g for
TEA-PMHS-R706 and AMP-PMHS-R706, respectively, as a
result of PMHS grafting. We interpret this decrease to be due
to PMHS blocking internal micropores in the ∼5 nm
aluminosilicate overcoat on the particle surface and surmise
that the larger concentration of flexible PMHS strands in the
TEA-PMHS-R706 material facilitates this micropore blockage
via collapse of these flexible strands onto the surface, in the dry
statethe state of relevance for nitrogen porosimetry.

Stabilization Mechanism Scheme. Altogether, combin-
ing all of the data discussed above for characterizing TEA-
PMHS-R706 and AMP-PMHS-R706, we propose a simplified
schematic model of each material. We propose the latter
material to consist of a rigidly attached grafted layer of PMHS
on the pigment surface, whereas TEA-PMHS-R706 consists of
a multilayer of grafted PMHS above and beyond this first
surface layer. For all materials, PMHS grafts to the oxide
particle through random irreversible chemisorption, with the
high enthalpy of interaction in the first layer between
condensable groups on the polymer backbone and alumi-
nosilicate external surface hydroxyl functionality of R706
expected to generate short loops. This is consistent with the
rigid layer of D2

H resonances observed for both TEA-PMHS-
R706 and AMP-PMHS-R706. We propose that the second
layer in TEA-PMHS-R706 grafts as a multilayer on top of the
first rigid chemisorbed PMHS layer, and is more flexible as a
result of the much lower density of available hydroxyl groups,
to which it can anchor. Due to the expected steric interference
of the first layer blocking some of the aluminosilicate surface,
the hydroxyl groups are limited to silanol groups on the
existing first rigid layerobservable as T2 resonances in the
29Si NMR spectrum. On the basis of TGA, 29Si and 13C CP/
MAS NMR spectroscopy, ζ potential measurement, acid−base
back titration, and carbon analysis, we envision the PMHS
anchoring of R706 surface, as illustrated in Figure 7. The steric

Figure 6. ζ potential vs pH for suspensions consisting of R706, TEA-
PMHS-R706, AMP-PMHS-R706, TEA-R706, and AMP-R706 in 0.1
mM aqueous NaCl.

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of grafted PMHS coating in surface-modified pigments consisting of (a) TEA-PMHS-R706 and (b) AMP-PMHS-
R706. The coating thickness is not drawn to the same scale as the pigment particle to enhance visual clarity.
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stabilization of grafted PMHS strands in both TEA-PMHS-
R706 and AMP-PMHS-R706 is consistent with the nearly
identical ζ potential for all materials in the pH range of interest
for paints and coatings. In addition, the flexible component of
PMHS on the TEA-PMHS-R06 particle surface generates an
additional steric barrier against particle aggregation, which
imparts additional stability above and beyond that envisioned
in AMP-PMHS-R706. The total amount of PMHS grafted in
TEA-PMHS-R706 corresponds to 1.4 wt %, with at least half
of that comprising flexible rather than rigidly attached chains
(vide supra). On the other hand, grafted PMHS within surface-
modified pigment AMP-PMS-R706 is rigid according to 29Si
CP/MAS NMR spectroscopy and comprises a mass loading of
approximately 0.47 wt %. This agrees reasonably well with the
estimated coverage for a monolayer of grafted PMHS on R706
corresponding to the jamming limit, which predicts an
approximate mass loading of 0.6 wt %.
Water-Barrier Properties. To assess the water-barrier

properties of the surface-modified pigments, we examined the
water uptake of dry R706, TEA-PMHS-R706, and AMP-
PMHS-R706 particles via dynamic vapor sorption (DVS, see
Experimental Section). Similar to what we have reported
previously,13 unmodified R706 exhibits around 0.9% weight

increase after treatment at 90% humidity for 4 h. The
absorption of water vapor happens quickly after R706 powder
is exposed to water, nearly 90% of it occurring within the first 1
h after 90% relative humidity treatment. In stark contrast, the
dynamic vapor sorption uptake of TEA-PMHS-R706 stayed
nearly constant, indicating almost no water uptake under the
same treatment. As seen in Figure 8, we find no appreciable
water uptake on this sample. The same is true for AMP-
PMHS-R706 via DVS in Figure 8a. These results mirror the
lack of water wetting observed in the data of Table 1 with
regard to these two materials, in contrast to unmodified R706.
The DVS data in Figure 8a prompted us to investigate a

paint formulation with hydrophobically modified R706 that
consists of grafted PMHS. We thus formulated TEA-PMHS-
R706 into a paint formulation and compared it with a control
paint synthesized with R706. These formulations were
synthesized by combining pigment with RHOPLEX SG-10M
(RHOPLEX SG-10M emulsion is a versatile 100% acrylic co-
polymer that was designed for use in high-quality interior/
exterior semigloss paints) and small amounts of additives (see
Table S4 for details of film formulation and paint film
preparation). Two dry paint films corresponding to pigments
TEA-PMHS-R706 and unmodified R706 were tested via DVS

Figure 8. Dynamic vapor sorption data for (a) R706 paint film (dotted black), TEA-PMHS-R706 powder (blue line), and AMP-PMHS-R706
powder (red line) and (b) R706 paint film (dotted black) and TEA-PMHS-R706 film (blue line) plotted as the change in mass of the dry powders
vs time in a dynamic atmosphere that switches between 0% humidity and 90% humidity dinitrogen. The gray dashed line indicates a switch in the
flowing gas.
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using procedures identical to those used above for DVS testing
of the pigment powders. Data in Figure 8b demonstrate that
the paint film formulated with TEA-PMHS-R706 undergoes a
2.6 wt % increase in mass after 300 min at 90% relative
humidity, whereas the increase for the paint film consisting of
unmodified R706 pigment is 3.1 wt %. This represents a 19.2%
increase in water uptake in the paint film formulated with R706
relative to that formulated with TEA-PMHS-R706. Such a
decreased water uptake in a paint film formulated with
hydrophobically modified R706 pigment is similar to the
21.9% lower water uptake previously observed upon similar
90% relative humidity treatment for a paint film consisting of
hydrophobically modified TMS-capped R706 pigment, relative
to the one with unmodified R706.13

The lower water uptake in the TEA-PMHS-R706 paint film
is consistent with better association between the binder and
pigment in the final paint film, when the pigment surface is
hydrophobically modified with grafted PMHS, rather than that
with unmodified R706 pigment surface, which has a contact
angle considerably smaller than 90°. Although DVS data
demonstrate a similar decrease in water uptake for TEA-
PMHS-R706 and previously reported TMS-R706 pigment,13

for both the dry powder and when formulated in a paint film
relative to unmodified R706, the distinct advantage of TEA-
PMHS-R706 is its ability to disperse as a low viscosity liquid in
an aqueous slurry at high solids fractions (in particular above
70 wt % (37 vol %)), with the additional benefit of being able
to do so with no added dispersant. Dispersion at these high
mass loadings is a crucial attribute for commercial paint
pigments. Being able to achieve this in water for a pigment
particle that is highly hydrophobic upon drying is an unusual
feateven more so when considered that this dispersion
occurs without any added dispersant. In comparison, these
high solids fractions lead to a paste rather than a liquid
dispersion, even with added dispersants, for previously
reported TMS-R706, and even for native hydrophilic
(unmodified) R706 at 75 wt % (43 vol %).

■ CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrate hydrophobic surface modification of hydro-
philic native oxide surfaces of various pigments, which results
in stable liquid dispersions in water at concentrations of up to
75 wt % (43 vol %). All unmodified pigments without
dispersant are unable to form liquid dispersions at such high
solids concentrations. In the absence of added dispersant, we
attribute some of the observed dispersion stability of the
hydrophobically modified pigments to steric stabilization
resulting from the grafted PMHS strands on the R706 surface.
Combining PMHS-R706 with low levels of a nonionic
surfactant enables particle dispersion with no aggregation
and similar rheology to benchmark optimal dispersions of the
native oxide pigment, which rely on commercial polyanion
dispersants. A combination of TGA and 29Si CP/MAS NMR
spectroscopy shows that TEA-PMHS-R706 particles preserve a
less condensed, more loosely bound grafted PMHS fraction on
the modified pigment surface, in addition to a more rigidly
grafted PMHS layer. The more rigidly grafted PMHS is
attributed to the first monolayer, while the loosely bound
fraction in TEA-PMHS-R706 is thought to involve a multilayer
via grafting to the monolayer. When using a different amine
catalyst for PMHS grafting, AMP-PMHS-R706, only a rigid
grafted PMHS layer is obtained. This more loosely bound
fraction of TEA-PMHS-R706 contributes to the greater steric

stabilization and lower viscosities of dispersions relative to
AMP-PMHS-R706. Consistent with our previous results
dealing with aqueous dispersions of hydrophobically modified
pigment particles, using alkylsilane capping agents, which
established that these surface-modified pigments lead to
improved hydrophilic stain resistance, reduced water uptake,
and tighter association with hydrophobic polymer in the dry
state, paints formulated with the current hydrophobically
modified PMHS-R706 pigments display improved water-
barrier properties similar to those modified previously with
alkylsilanes.
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